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ORIGINAL PAPER

Applying kriging proxies for Markov chain Monte Carlo
in reservoir simulation

Ilya Fursov1 & Mike Christie1 & Gabriel Lord1

# The Author(s) 2020

Abstract
One way to quantify the uncertainty in Bayesian inverse problems arising in the engineering domain is to generate samples from
the posterior distribution using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms. The basic MCMCmethods tend to explore the
parameter space slowly, which makes them inefficient for practical problems. On the other hand, enhanced MCMC approaches,
like Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC), require the gradients from the physical problem simulator, which are often not available.
In this case, a feasible option is to use the gradient approximations provided by the surrogate (proxy) models built on the
simulator output. In this paper, we consider proxy-aided HMC employing the Gaussian process (kriging) emulator. We overview
in detail the different aspects of kriging proxies, the underlying principles of the HMC sampler and its interaction with the proxy
model. The proxy-aided HMC algorithm is thoroughly tested in different settings, and applied to three case studies—one toy
problem, and two synthetic reservoir simulation models. We address the question of how the sampler performance is affected by
the increase of the problem dimension, the use of the gradients in proxy training, the use of proxy-for-the-data and the different
approaches to the design points selection. It turns out that applying the proxy model with HMC sampler may be beneficial for
relatively small physical models, with around 20 unknown parameters. Such a sampler is shown to outperform both the basic
Random Walk Metropolis algorithm, and the HMC algorithm fed by the exact simulator gradients.

Keywords Markov chainMonte Carlo . Uncertainty quantification . Gaussian process . Proxymodel . Reservoir simulation
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1 Introduction: HMC samplers and proxy
models

One of the common ways to tackle an inverse problem is
finding a single model which is calibrated (history matched)
to reproduce the observation data. A more advanced approach
involves quantification of uncertainties (UQ), e.g. by generat-
ing a range of models consistent both with the prior informa-
tion, and with the observed data, or, strictly speaking, sam-
pling from the target posterior distribution. This is usually
done by employing a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
sampler. Sampling from the posterior target and UQ is more
challenging and computationally demanding than the mere

model calibration, but may be more appropriate, since having
the information on the uncertainties of the simulation model
allows a higher quality decision making.

An MCMC sampler generates a Markov chain—i.e. a se-
quence of points/models {x i} where a new model x i +1 is found
based only on the current model x i, and does not depend on the
preceding models x i− 1, x i− 2,… given x i. A properly designed
MCMC sampler, after some initial iterations (called the burn-in
stage), reaches the stationarity stage, where the generated points
{xi} are distributed according to the desired target distribution (or
at least a distribution asymptotically approaching the target dis-
tribution). At the same time, these points {x i} will usually be
mutually correlated, which is a drawback of the MCMC algo-
rithms. Producing a Markov chain with high correlations (also
referred to as slow chain mixing) leads to inefficient sampling,
since amuch larger chain lengthwill be required to get any useful
information from it.

A typical (Metropolis-Hastings) MCMC algorithm in-
volves two key steps in each iteration: (1) making a proposal
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move, and (2) accepting or rejecting the proposal with certain
probability. For a high performance MCMC sampler, one
would require both the proposals that explore more fully the
parameter space, and a high probability of accepting these
proposals.

With an increase in the dimension of the inverse problem,
simple MCMC samplers like the basic Random Walk
Metropolis (RWM) algorithm [34] suffer from slow chain
mixing. As a consequence, their efficiency drops, and a large
number of the forward model runs may be required (from
thousands to millions), making them impractical for the real-
istic problems. To tackle this, more advanced samplers can be
used, like Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC), which allows
non-local proposals for the Markov chain, at the same time
maintaining high acceptance rates.

However, in order for HMC to work, gradients of the log
likelihood function are required.1 When the model in question
is a multiphase flow in porous medium, the simulators may
not provide these gradients. In this situation, application of the
HMC is not possible, and this brings us to consider building a
proxy model for the reservoir simulation model, from which
approximate gradients can be found.

Proxy models (in this work, we use this shorter term as a
synonym of the surrogate models or response surfaces or em-
ulators) have been used as cheaper alternatives to the full-
fledged simulation models in a variety of applications; we
provide a short, inexhaustive review of them. Zubarev [40]
investigated the performance of different proxy types (poly-
nomial response surfaces, kriging, thin-plate splines, artificial
neural networks) applied to history matching of the reservoir
simulation problems. Lan, Bui-Thanh [24] employed the
Gaussian process (kriging) emulator for approximating the
higher order derivatives involved in the manifold MCMC
sampling for Bayesian inverse problems. Jones [21] discussed
different approaches for global optimisation aided by kriging
response surfaces, using the statistical error estimates provid-
ed by the kriging machinery. Another approach for optimisa-
tion that relies on GP, and allows incorporation of the prior
data, noise, and gradients for the objective function, is tackled
by Osborne [32].

Christen and Sanso [9] applied the Gaussian process emu-
lator while investigating the approaches for design of comput-
er experiments for MIT2D climate model. Gramacy and Lee
[17] investigated how nugget can enhance applicability of
Gaussian process (GP) model and treed Gaussian process
(TGP) model for emulating deterministic computer experi-
ments. In particular, they considered application of GP and
TGP to the Langley Glide-Back Booster CFD computer ex-
periments. The treed Gaussian process [16] was designed to

handle the non-stationary data, by partitioning these data, and
fitting separate stationary GPs to them.

In the work presented here, we use proxies based on
kriging, or Gaussian process emulators [35], and the reader
is referred to Appendix A for the technical details and the
relevant references from the literature. A kriging proxy essen-
tially works as an interpolator2 for some real-valued function
g (x) defined on a d-dimensional parameter space ℝ d. It is
trained based on the responses of g (x) at the design points
x1, …, xn, and makes use of the covariance function defined
in ℝ d. This covariance function, provided by the user, spec-
ifies the anticipated degree of correlation of the responses at
different points xi, xj. In addition, kriging may use trend func-
tions, e.g. constant, linear or quadratic trends, which may be
beneficial if g (x) can be reasonably approximated by them. In
this case, the proxy would essentially work in two stages, first
fitting the combination of the trend functions (trend surface) to
the responses of g (x) at the design points (although this fit
depends on the covariances), and then performing the pure
kriging interpolation for the residual.

For history-matching (model calibration) applications, one
would need a proxy model to approximate the objective func-
tion (misfit), likewise for MCMC applications, a proxy for the
log likelihood would be required. However, both misfit and
log likelihood usually involve some combinations of the sim-
ulator responses at the observation points i, e.g. they can be
defined as sum of squares involving the simulator responses
d (x)i and the observed data do,i:

f xð Þ ¼∑
i

d xð Þi − do; i
σi

� �2

ð1Þ

It then makes sense not to build a proxy for the misfit f (x),
but instead to construct multiple proxies for the simulator
responses d (x)i at all data points i, and then substitute them
into the misfit formula (1). Taking this step results in a “grey-
box” rather than an entirely black-box approach, and the
proxy model is thus freed from the need to handle the nonlin-
earities introduced by the quadratic misfit formula, potentially
increasing the overall proxy accuracy. This idea is certainly
not new, e.g. He, Xie [19] showed the accuracy benefits of
proxy-for-data over the proxy-for-mismatch. Themulti-output
Gaussian process regression provides similar approaches to
deal with the multidimensional simulator output, see e.g.

1 More sophisticated samplers, like the Manifold HMC [24], require higher
order derivatives in addition to the gradients.

2 Apart from the mean (the interpolator), GP machinery also provides the
associated variance, i.e. it gives the estimate of the anticipated error of predic-
tion. We note that this estimate may not be appropriate, for example, if the
underlying function g (x) does not have reasonable stationarity, or is otherwise
not suitable to be approximated by a stationary Gaussian process. On the other
hand, the interpolation property of the GP mean is achievable in most situa-
tions (except, e.g., numerically degenerate cases or the non-zero nugget cases),
for a wide class of the underlying functions (here, we also note that interpola-
tion may not mean good prediction). In this work, we do not employ the error
estimates provided by the GP.
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Bilionis and Zabaras [5], and the references therein for the
earlier work on this topic.

In our paper, the kriging proxy models built directly
for the misfit f (x) are called simple proxies, and the
proxy models involving the kriging sub-proxies for the
simulator output data d (x)i are called data proxies, see
Appendix A, section data proxy for the formal definition.
Our approach appears to be overall similar to that of
Bilionis and Zabaras [5], i.e. using the same covariance
matrix for all outputs (data points). For the case when
the number of data points with available observations is
high, construction and application of a data proxy may
be computationally expensive. He, Xie [19] handle this
by using reduced order modelling. In our work, we in-
stead use parallelisation via MPI, since running the sub-
proxies for the numerous data points can be easily dis-
tributed across the different parallel processes, and the
results are only collected together when calculating the
final misfit or its derivatives.

Good design of the set of points used for the proxy model
training is beneficial for accuracy. In this work, a two-stage de-
sign is employed: firstly, a uniform Sobol design is taken for the
initial proxy training before the start of MCMC sampling. Then,
during the burn-in stage of theMCMC, additional training points
(those visited by the sampler) are periodically added to the proxy
model. Only a fraction of the available training points is taken on
each proxy update event, since kriging can hardly handle more
than a few thousand training points in total. Yet, the training
points are selected so as to provide “maximum information” on
the underlying target function. Although we do not treat the
“maximum information” goal in a formalised way, the main
heuristic principle we follow is to take only the points which
are not too close together. This leads us to use the heuristic rule
of taking the next candidate point x∗which minimises the sum of
the inverse cubic distances to the already selected points,
i.e. 1 / ‖x1 − x∗‖3 +… + 1 / ‖xc − x∗‖3. Furthermore, two versions
of this approach are considered, referred to as update
strategy 0 and update strategy 1 in the paper. The former
is more greedy in a sense, it keeps track of the (smaller)
training set, and on each proxy update event it extends the
training set by adding a few recruits from the new candi-
dates. The latter strategy keeps track of the (bigger) can-
didate set, and on each proxy update event, it selects the
training set from scratch from all candidates. More details
on these are given in Appendix A, sub-section proxy
training scheme. Although the proper design of computer
experiments is beyond the scope of this work, there exists
a generous research on this topic, which is lightly
overviewed in the same place in Appendix A.

Using the surrogate models to aid the evaluation of expen-
sive likelihood in the MCMC methods has been a topic of
ongoing research. The approaches proposed in the literature
include (to give a few examples):

– Engineering-flavoured workflows exposing a multitude
of tools, but lacking theoretical rigour, e.g. [8, 26].

– Biased samplers, where the estimator’s bias results from
the use of the surrogate model. Some approaches tend to
avoid considering this bias, while focusing on the other
aspects of the workflow, e.g. [7] who consider a non-
stationary GP response surface applied to a PDE-based
simulator, and [39] who treat a big data problem with the
stochastic gradient technique adopted from the machine
learning. The other approaches make attempt to estimate
and handle the bias, see e.g. [23] tackling a big data prob-
lem, and [10] who try to make the bias vanish
asymptotically.

– Unbiased samplers, which usually rely on a surrogate
model when making a proposal step, but calculating the
exact likelihood on the Metropolis-Hastings accept-reject
step, thus maintaining the zero bias. One of the examples
is the surrogate transition method, see Liu [27], p. 194,
where a proposal step of a sampler is made up of multiple
steps performed by a cheap proxy model, followed by an
accept-reject step involving the original (expensive) tar-
get. Such approach is natural for the samplers that exhibit
random walk behaviour, e.g. RWM or Metropolis-
Adjusted Langevin Algorithm (MALA) [15]. But for
the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo, where the proposals usu-
ally consist of multiple steps of the integrator, a more
natural unbiased procedure would be to perform the inte-
gration based on the proxy model, and make an accept-
reject decision based on the actual target. This approach
was followed, e.g. in [24, 33], and it is employed in our
work as well.

The papers cited usually deal with problems of small di-
mension, hardly exceeding 10. This limitationmay stem either
from the need to avoid unnecessary complexity in the numer-
ical illustrations (in this case, the algorithms should be in
principle easily applicable to higher dimensions), or it may
indicate more fundamental challenges in applying the proxy
models to aid MCMC (which seems to be the case at least for
the procedure considered in our work).

Our paper has two major goals:

1) To provide a neat exposition of the method from the for-
mulas and complete algorithmic details to the theoretical
grounds of the unbiased sampler.

2) To perform a wide range of experimental tests, targeting
the questions:

– What are the benefits of proxy + HMC over the RWM?
– Is it worth using the gradients for the proxy training, in

our context?
– What are the feasible problem dimensions, and when

does the considered approach start to break down?
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– How do the two proxy approaches (simple proxy vs. data
proxy) compare? In fact, this comparison continues one
of the directions of further work outlined in [24].

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. First, we briefly
describe the Bayesian formulation of the inverse problem
(Section 2), overview the core algorithmic part of the MCMC
samplers (Section 3), the adjustments performed during the
burn-in stage (Section 4) and discuss the concept of the effec-
tive sample size (Section 5). Then, three case studies are pre-
sented in Section 6: a toy problem with Rosenbrock function, a
small synthetic reservoir simulation model Punq-S3, and a syn-
thetic single-phase reservoir simulation model with 40 wells.
The main part of the paper is concluded with the discussion of
the results in Section 7. The complementary detailed Appendix
A describes the construction of the kriging proxy model (the
equations, the derivatives, the hyperparameters adaptation,
training on values and on gradients, additional training
schemes, simple proxy and data proxy approaches). The ap-
proach to handling the domain boundaries in HMC is described
in Appendix B, and the proxy model settings used in different
numerical examples—in Appendix C.

2 Problem set-up, Bayesian formulation

We consider a problem of uncertainty quantification for a
simulation model describing a physical system (e.g. reservoir
simulation), by means of generating a set of samples from the
posterior distribution. Taking a Bayesian approach, the target
posterior distribution density π(x | do) for model x given the
observed data do is defined as the product of the prior density
for model x and the likelihood functionL xð j doÞ. In this work,
for simplicity of the experimental part, and without loss of
generality we only consider uniform priors over the parameter
space, and the latter is defined as a region with simple bounds
li ≤ xi ≤ ui. This also means that the target posterior proba-
bility density function (pdf) is proportional to the likelihood,
restricted to the parameters region. In the rest of the paper, we
will also use the term objective function which is defined as

f xð Þ ¼ − 2 � log L x j doð Þ≡
d xð Þ − doð ÞTC − 1 d xð Þ − doð Þ; ð2Þ

where d (x) is the simulator output for model x, arranged
in a vector form; do, observed data; and C, covariance
matrix for the data errors, which will be diagonal through-
out this work. As can be seen, the formula uses the
Gaussian likelihood model. For a diagonal C, the objec-
tive function f (x) is a weighted sum of squares (1), which
is usually minimised during history matching, and hence
the name objective function.

3 RWM and HMC samplers

We use two Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms for sam-
pling from the target distribution π (x):3

1. Random walk Metropolis (RWM) with Gaussian pro-
posals, which is a basic reference sampler.

2. Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC), which is a more ad-
vanced sampler relying on the gradients of the log
likelihood.

RWMRandomwalkMetropolis is a simple samplerwhichmakes
local proposals based on Gaussian distribution N(0, Cp), and
Metropolis-Hastings accept-reject steps with probability of
accepting transition from x to y equal to

a x → yð Þ ¼ min 1;
π yð Þ
π xð Þ

� �
: ð3Þ

Note that the proposal density is not used in the formula,
since it is zero-centered Gaussian, and hence symmetric. In
our experiments, the covariance matrix Cp used in the propos-
al step is taken equal to ε 2 I, where the step size ε is tuned to
achieve certain target acceptance rate for the chain.

HMC The idea of Hamiltonian Monte Carlo is based on
complementing the space of the main variable x ∈ ℝ d (which
is treated as coordinate vector) by the momentum variable
p ∈ℝ d, and simulating the Hamiltonian dynamics for {x, p},
which allows making non-local proposals, see Neal [29],
Girolami and Calderhead [15], Lan, Bui-Thanh [24],
Bou-Rabee and Sanz-Serna [6].

Treating L (x) ≡ − log π (x) as potential energy, and
1
2 p

TM−1p as kinetic energy, the full energy will be given by

Hamiltonian H x; pð Þ ¼ L xð Þ þ 1
2 p

TM − 1p. It is easy to see
that exp (−H (x, p)) is up to a normalising factor the joint
pdf for {x, p}, where x has the target distribution π (x), mo-
mentum has a Gaussian distribution p ~N (0, M), x and p are
independent, and M is a constant mass matrix. HMC algo-
rithm generates samples from the joint distribution, and then
only takes vectors x, which have the marginal distribution
equal to the target distribution.

Given the current state of the Markov chain {xi, pi}, the
new proposal is generated in three steps. At the first step,
momentum randomisation, a random momentum vector is
drawn, p∗ ~N (0,M). At the second step, Hamiltonian dynam-
ics move, the new coordinate and momentum are found by
evolving the Hamiltonian flow over some interval [0, T] of
fictitious time t, starting from {xi, p∗}, following the equations

3 For the sake of notation simplicity, in what follows we drop the conditioning
of the target distribution on do, assuming the observed data to be fixed.
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dx
dt

¼ ∂H
∂p

¼ M − 1p

dp
dt

¼ −
∂H
∂x

¼ −∇ x L xð Þ
ð4Þ

In most cases, integrating these equations is not feasible in
the closed form, and integration is done numerically. A com-
mon approach is to use the explicit leap frog (Stormer-Verlet)
integrator, discretising the time interval [0, T] with steps of
size ε:

p t þ ε=2ð Þ ¼ p tð Þ− ε∇x L x tð Þð Þ=2
x t þ εð Þ ¼ x tð Þ þ εM −1p t þ ε=2ð Þ

p t þ εð Þ ¼ p t þ ε=2ð Þ− ε∇x L x t þ εð Þð Þ=2
ð5Þ

This integrator, mapping {xi, p∗} → {x∗, p∗}, is time-
reversible and volume-preserving, so it can be used as a part
of the Metropolized Reversible Map algorithm [6], with the
accept-reject step properly formulated. This leads us to the
third step within the HMC proposal, Metropolis-Hastings ac-
cept-reject, accepting the new point {x∗, p∗} with probability

a xi; pif g→ x*; p*
� �� �

¼ min 1; exp −H x*; p*
� �þ H

�
xi; p*

�� 	� 	
ð6Þ

If the exact integration of Eq. (4) was available, it would
preserve the full energyH (x, p), leading to all proposals being
accepted. The numerical leapfrog integrator does not preserve
H (x, p); however, the integration error is rather small, of the
order O (ε2) for a fixed time interval [0, T], so the acceptance
rate in the third step will typically be high, even if the proposal
steps traverse considerable distances in the parameter space.

When performing integration of the Hamiltonian dynam-
ics, we adopt a simple approach, fixing the number or leapfrog
steps to a value typically from 10 to 50, and adjusting the step
size ε so as to reach the acceptance rate of 0.6–0.9 [4]. If the
leapfrog trajectory happens to be too long, the final point may,
following a quasi-elliptical orbit, return close to the starting
position, thus wasting computational effort on short moves.
To circumvent this, methods like No-U-Turn Sampler
(NUTS) have been proposed by Hoffman and Gelman [20].
However, in all our calculations, occurrence of the U-turn
trajectories was negligible, so no additional technique to han-
dle them was used.

The HMC procedure described so far is only applicable to
the target distributions with the gradients of the density readily
available. Next, we turn to the HMC application for a target
distribution π0 (x) where we do not have efficient code to
calculate the derivatives of L0 (x) = − log (π0 (x)). Although
the target L0 (x) lacks derivatives, it can used to calculate the

Hamiltonian H0 x; pð Þ ¼ L0 xð Þ þ 1
2 p

TM −1p. For efficient

estimation of the gradients used by the HMC proposal step,
a proxy model4 L (x) is built, L (x) ≈ L0 (x). The corresponding
approximate target π (x) = exp (−L (x)) is now easy to sample
from if one applies the HMC procedure described; however,
this is not our goal.

Instead, we want HMC to sample from the target π0 (x), but
performing the Hamiltonian dynamics move (4), (5) on the
L (x) and its gradients. To ensure that the Markov chain ob-
tains the correct stationary distribution ∝ exp (−H0 (x, p)), the
acceptance probability should be changed from (6) to the for-
mula involving the target Hamiltonian H0 (x):

a xi; pif g→ x*; p*
� �� �

¼ min 1; exp −H0 x*; p*
� �þ H0

�
xi; p*

�� 	� 	
ð7Þ

Once again, we are in the situation of the Metropolized
Reversible Map algorithm outlined in [6] (Algorithm 5.1
and the relevant proposition), and hence, the proxy-aided
HMC will indeed sample from the target π0 (x), although in-
ternally it relies on the proxy gradients5. Note that each eval-
uation of (7) requires one calculation of the target likelihood at
the proposed point, i.e. a simulator run. The results of this
simulator run can then be reused for the subsequent proxy
training.

The energy conservation properties of the Hamiltonian
flow integrator normally result in high acceptance probabili-
ties in (6); however, the acceptance probability (7) may suffer
if the proxy model happens to lack precision compared to the
target (the simulator). This may render the proxy-aided HMC
inefficient, and such situations will be illustrated in the numer-
ical examples in Section 6.

4 Burn-in stage of the MCMC

Before the Markov chain has reached the stationarity stage, it
passes through the initial transient burn-in sampling. The
burn-in samples are discarded afterwards, and are not used
in any uncertainty quantification. This allows making differ-
ent kinds of on-the-fly adjustments to the sampling algorithm
during the burn-in stage, without having to worry about the
rigorous aspects of the MCMC method (like the detailed
balance).

We apply two types of such adjustments, both of them are
made periodically, i.e. every nK iterations of the MCMC

4 Although the proxy model is introduced here as a new entity, for conve-
nience we reuse the previous notation: L (x), π(x), H(x) – these letters without
subscript now refer to the proxy.
5 In notation of the said reference, the Hamiltonian flow based on the proxy
model provides the volume-preserving mapΦwhich is reversible with respect
to the linear involution S (the latter simply flips the momentum sign), and
hence, the joint distribution of {x, p} is invariant under the Hamiltonian dy-
namics move kernel.
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sampler during the burn-in stage (the typical values we use as
nK are 10–50). The first adjustment is tuning (decreasing/in-
creasing) the step size ε used by the sampler proposal move,
so as to achieve a predefined acceptance rate. The tuning is
made based on comparison of the target acceptance rate and
the actual acceptance rate calculated for the last nK samples. If
the actual acceptance rate is too small, ε is decreased, and vice
versa.

The second adjustment is update of the proxy model used
by the HMC sampler, by adding some of the points visited by
the sampler to the proxy design points set. More details on the
proxy update procedure can be found in Appendix A.

We note that we do not attempt to rigorously estimate the
actual duration of the Markov chain burn-in. Instead, based on
the observed mixing of the chain, and to ensure reasonable
computational times 3000–5000 iterations were typically tak-
en in the burn-in stage. From the algorithmic point of view,
this number delimits the initial stage where the two mentioned
adjustments take place.

5 Effective sample size (ESS)

AnyMarkov chain Monte Carlo method generates a sequence
of samples which are, in general, correlated. The presence of
the correlations increases the convergence error of MCMC
estimates compared to the ideal case of non-correlated sam-
ples [6].

More specifically, for the non-correlated i.i.d. random
variables xi with distribution P (·), a quantity of interest
μ ≡ ∫ g (x) dP (x) can be approximated by the sample mean
estimator eμn ¼ 1

n∑
n
i¼1 g xið Þ, and following the Central Limit

Theorem, theMonte Carlo error for the estimator eμn is defined
as σ0=

ffiffiffi
n

p
, where σ 2

0 is the variance of (any of) g (xi).
Likewise, for a reversible, irreducible Markov chain {xi}

with stationary distribution P (·), the quantity of interest
μ ≡ ∫ g(x) dP (x) can be approximated by the MCMC estima-
tor eμn ¼ 1

n∑
n
i¼1 g xið Þ, and following the appropriate Central

Limit Theorem, the MCMC error of eμn is defined as σ=
ffiffiffi
n

p
,

where σ2 is the asymptotic variance of
ffiffiffiffi
n

p eμn, satisfying

σ 2 ¼ σ 2
0 þ 2∑

i> 1

Cov g x1ð Þ; g xið Þð Þ; ð8Þ

see [6, 13] for more details.
There exist a number of practical estimators for the asymp-

totic variance, and in our work, we adopt the initial monotone
sequence estimator [13]. This estimator essentially uses (8),
replacing the lagged autocovariances by the empirical
autocovariances, and truncating the summation at appropriate
step.

Rather than reporting the asymptotic variance it is more
convenient to use the concept of effective sample size

(ESS), denoted neff. This quantity says howmany hypothetical
i.i.d. samples do we need to reach the sameMonte Carlo error
as the real MCMC error we have for n samples. From this
definition, σ=

ffiffiffi
n

p ¼ σ0=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
neff

p
. Here, σ2

0 is the usual variance
of (any of) g (xi), which is in practice estimated by the sample
variance formula applied to the Markov chain. In other words,
it is the autocovariance at lag zero (also cf. (8)). Thus, when
dealing with the samples (series) generated by an MCMC
algorithm, reporting the ESS is an easy, although not exhaus-
tive, way to show the quality of the series. If the samples are
highly correlated, the ESS will be small, up to tens and units.
For the series with little correlations, the ESS will approach
the full sample size n.

We note however that the ESS cannot be used as a criterion
that the Markov chain has converged to the target stationary
distribution, and can be used for making confident estimates.
E.g., there may be situations with high ESS values, but the
chain failing to explore the parameter space properly. An ex-
ample of such behaviour is illustrated bellow in the 5D
Rosenbrock problem, sub-case (c), where the ESS is the big-
gest, but the histograms show rather large errors.

6 Case studies

6.1 5D Rosenbrock

The first numerical example to illustrate the use of proxy
models in MCMC takes a simple objective function equal to
the 5D Rosenbrock function, further defining the likelihood
via (2). The objective function in question is given by formula
(9), and the parameter space is restricted to the region [−2, 2]5.

f x→ð Þ ¼∑
i¼1

4

100 xiþ1 − x2i
� �2 þ 1 − xið Þ2 ð9Þ

We considered a simple proxy with a small number of
training points in the initial design, and more emphasis on
training during the Markov chain burn-in. The proxy settings
can be found in Appendix C. Apart from these, some other
settings of the sampler and the proxy were varied, resulting in
six cases a–f displayed in Fig. 1 and Table 1. These cases are:

& Proxy is trained only using the target function values
(cases a, b, c, f), or both the function values and the gra-
dients (cases d, e).

& Using the update strategy 0 (cases a, d), or update strategy
1 (cases b, c, e, f). See Appendix A for details on the
update strategies 0 and 1.

& Burn-in: either short burn-in of 500 samples, or long burn-
in of 3300 samples (the latter is case f).
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& Case c, where increased number of design points is taken,
initial design points: 35 points from Sobol sequence +1
starting point, and additional design points taken during
burn-in: 6 points for every 10 iterations.

In all cases, the proxy is used only to get the gradients for
the leap frog integration in HMC sampler. In this integration,
10 leap frog steps were used, with the step size ε tuned during
burn-in so as to achieve the target acceptance rate of 0.7. The
HMC sampler employed the unity mass matrix. Five thousand
samples were generated for all the considered proxy set-ups a–
f, and based on them, the histograms were produced, as shown
in Fig. 1.

Analysing the sampling results given by the parameters
histograms, and the effective sample sizes, the following can

be noted. The HMC with a proxy trained only on function
values during short burn-in, has essentially failed (cases a, b).

If the proxy is trained with the gradients, it gets much more
information on the underlying function. This can be seen e.g.
in the increase of the effective rank of kriging matrix from 62
(cases a, b) to 332, 342 (cases d, e). Adding the gradients
slows down the entire sampling (in this case, by factor 2–
2.5); however, the HMC is now capable of sampling from
the target distribution with reasonable accuracy. We also note
that even though case e does not perfectly reproduce the ref-
erence histogram contours, the errors present here are compa-
rable to the errors of HMC sampling from the exact 5D
Rosenbrock without the use of proxy (not shown on the plots),
so these errors are due to somewhat insufficient sample size.

Comparing the proxy update strategies 0 and 1, i.e.
cases a, d vs. cases b, e, improvements for update strategy
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Fig. 1 Histograms for component x3 of the 5D vector sampled by HMC-with-proxy for the 5D Rosenbrock example. The black dashed lines show the
exact histogram profiles (for reference). For the other components xi, the picture is qualitatively the same

Table 1 Performance and effective sample size for the HMC-with-proxy sampling for the 5D Rosenbrock example. The rows correspond to the
different proxy settings a–f

Case Used in proxy training Eff. rank of krig. matrix Effective sample size CPU, sec

Func. vals Gradients x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

a) update-0 56 0 62 144 57 38 34 36 19.9

b) update-1 56 0 62 342 81 57 51 51 24.5

d) update-0, with gradients 56 56 332 45 47 46 36 48 49.5

e) update-1, with gradients 56 56 342 258 277 212 183 181 55.9

c) update-1, more points 366 0 342 347 415 358 265 507 115.9

f) update-1, long B/l 366 0 342 194 270 240 220 214 2938.0
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1 can be seen in the histograms, effective ranks of kriging
matrix, and the effective sample sizes. This goes at the
price of the increased computation time. However, for
case e (as compared to case d), the ESS increase is 4–5
times, and the computation time is only 13% higher,
which indicates the efficiency of the proxy update strate-
gy 1 for this example.

As discussed, adding the information form the gradients
during proxy training proved beneficial for the proxy accuracy
and applicability for HMC. One may then ask—what if the
same amount of information is supplied to the proxy bymeans
of the increased number of the function values, instead of
using the gradients. This option was tested in cases c and f,
which have the same rank of kriging matrix as the gradients
case e. Simply increasing the number of design points on
every proxy update event by factor of 6 (case c) resulted in
poor sampling. A different approach which gave plausible
results (case f), used the non-increased number of design
points on every update event, but increased duration of the
burn-in stage, where the additional proxy training takes place:
3300 instead of 500 samples. However, despite good histo-
grams and effective sample sizes, case f showed prohibitively
long sampling time. So, for the considered 5D Rosenbrock
example the use of gradients proved to be more efficient than
supplying the “same amount” of information by the function
values alone.

6.2 PunqS3 three-phase model

As an example of a 3D three-phase reservoir simulation
model, a well-known Punq-S3 model was considered [1,
12], its dataset in the Eclipse simulator format can be found
on the website. The model grid has dimensions 19 × 28 × 5
cells with unknown porosities and permeabilities. The res-
ervoir has a small gas cap, and underlying water, with a
Carter-Tracy aquifer strong enough to support the reservoir
pressure.

There are 6 production wells perforated in the oil zone, for
which a production period of 8 years is considered. For this
period, the following observed well data are available:
bottom-hole pressures, gas-oil ratios, and the water cuts.
These data, along with the standard deviations can be found
on the same website. However, the original website data also
contain the increased “weights” for some data points, which
we did not use in the formulation of the likelihood.

We employed the same model parameterisation as was
introduced by Hajizadeh [18], and Abdollahzadeh, Reynolds
[2]. It involves defining 45 regions, i.e. 9 regions in each of the
5 layers, see Fig. 2 (left), and specifying a constant porosity in
each of these regions; thus, the model parameters are 45 po-
rosity values.

Then, given the porosity φ, horizontal and vertical perme-
abilities are calculated by the formulas:

kh ¼ exp 0:77þ 9:03φð Þ
kv ¼ 3:124þ 0:306 kh

ð10Þ

The ranges for parameters corresponding to the different
layers are a bit wider than in Hajizadeh [18], and are listed in
Fig. 2 (right).

A heuristic verification that the choice of the likelihood and
parameterisation is reasonable, can be done by considering the
values of the objective function after a minimisation run. If the
forward model was linear, then the objective function at the
minimum would have a χ2 distribution with Nd − Np degrees
of freedom, whereNd is the number of data points, and Np, the
number of parameters, see discussion in appendix 6.8 in [38],
and paragraph 8.1.1 in [31]. For the realistic nonlinear models,
this criterion is not applicable rigorously, but can still serve as
a guideline. In our exercise with Punq-S3 the successful
minimisation runs resulted in the minimum objective function
values of 65–75, which is in a good agreement with the above
criterion, provided that we have 117 data points and 45 model
parameters, so the expected minimum value of the objective
function should be around Nd − Np = 72.

When performing MCMC sampling runs, we considered
different dimensions of the parameter space. To do that, an
optimisation run was first performed, giving a sub-optimally
history-matched model. For the history-matched model, some
of the 45 parameters were then fixed, while others remained
active parameters. The MCMC sampling was performed in
the space formed by these active parameters. The smallest
considered parameter space dimension was 6, with 6 active
parameters corresponding to the regions where the six well
were perforated. The other considered space dimensions were
11, 16, 21 etc.

For each case of parameter space dimension, two samplers
were tested: randomwalkMetropolis (RWM) and Hamiltonian
Monte Carlo (HMC). Both had a burn-in stage of 5000 samples
and the main stage of 30,000 samples. For the RWM sampler
the step size ε was adjusted during burn-in to keep the accep-
tance rate of 0.2.

For the HMC sampler, 20 steps were used in the leapfrog
integration, and the step size ε was tuned to get the proxy-
level6 acceptance rate of 0.7. The mass matrix was set equal to
the unity matrix. Since the derivatives from the reservoir sim-
ulator are not available, using the gradients from the proxy
model is the only way to run HMC. The settings used in
defining the proxy model can be found in Appendix C.

To illustrate theMCMC results, Fig. 3 shows the parameter
trace (value vs. iteration number) and the final histogram for
parameter φ21. Porosity region 21 corresponding to this pa-
rameter is located in 3rd layer, and contains perforation of well

6 This means the acceptance rate based on (6), which only accounts for the
leapfrog integration errors, and is rather high. The final (simulator-level) ac-
ceptance rate is based on (7), it in addition accounts for the proxy errors, and is
typically lower.
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PRO-5. Since the cases of the different parameter space di-
mension, strictly speaking, correspond to the different inverse
problems, the resulting histograms across the different rows
are not expected to be the same, although they look quite
similar. Also, note that in any of the rows corresponding to
dimensions 6, 11, 16, the histograms for RWM as compared
to HMCwould be the same, if the RWM sampler was run for a
sufficiently long time.

The running time for RWM and HMC samplers is reported
in Table 2. For HMC, the average time per sample during the
burn-in stage is rather high because of many proxy training
events, and if proxy update strategy 0 was selected instead of
strategy 1, this time would be lower. However, even for strat-
egy 1, the average time per sample for the entire run is dom-
inated by the simulator CPU time, and not by the proxy house-
keeping, so the HMC costs (5.4 s/sample) are only slightly
higher than the RWM costs (4.5 s/sample).

The results for the RWM sampler show lack of exploration of
the parameter space, very low effective sample size (ESS), and
very slow chain mixing, as can be seen on the parameter trace
plots. This means that the RWM-generated samples are highly
correlated, and the estimates made from them would not have
sufficient confidence. Opposite to this, results from the HMC
procedure for dimensions 6, 11, 16 show a good mixing and
high ESS reaching thousands and tens of thousands. This allows
making reasonably reliable estimates from the HMC-generated
samples, e.g. calculating the means, quantiles, histograms, etc.
Thus, for the low-dimensional problems, HMC is a feasible
MCMC sampling technique for the considered reservoir simula-
tion problem, whereas RWM is not.

As the parameter space dimension increases to 21, 26, 31,
HMC performance notably degrades, and the sampler occa-
sionally gets stuck in a single point for thousands of iterations.
This happens because of the insufficient accuracy of proxy
occurring for the parameter spaces of higher dimensionality.
The proxy accuracy degradation occurred even for lower

dimensions of 6–16, as evidenced by the gradually decreasing
ESS for these cases. For dimensions of 21 and higher, up to
the full dimension of 45 (plots not shown here), HMC results
essentially become useless.

Behaviour of the proxy accuracy vs. problem dimension is
also illustrated in Table 3, where we can observe the error
monotonically increasing, and this increase has rather expo-
nential nature. To calculate the proxy error shown in the sec-
ond column of the table, we first considered the quantities
involved in the accept-reject probabilities (6)–(7), and for each
generated model sample calculated the error value
e ¼ 1

2 f 0 xið Þ− f 0 x*ð Þ− f xið Þ− f x*ð Þð Þj j, where f 0 is the objec-
tive function for the simulator, f, objective function for the
proxy model, xi, point before the proposal move, x∗, the new
proposed point. The second column in Table 3 displays the
median of all e’s over the 30,000 samples. The quantity e is
basically the difference between the logarithms of the accep-
tance probabilities on the proxy level (6), and on the simulator
level (7). We are ultimately interested in the acceptance prob-
ability on the simulator level, which will be essentially de-
creased by exp(e) compared to the typically high acceptance
probability on the proxy level. When the error e becomes
greater than 1 for dimensions 21 and higher, the degradation
of the acceptance probability becomes especially notable,
resulting in too many rejections, as was observed in the ex-
amples of dimension 21, 26, 31. This analysis also shows that
the HMC algorithm poses very stringent requirements on the
proxy accuracy: the objective function error (proxy vs. simu-
lator) should not exceed 1.0–2.0 for the algorithm to work.
This tolerance for the objective function error is small indeed,
for example, compared to the value of objective function it-
self. During MCMC the latter would be approximately equal
to the number of observed data points Nd (at least for linear
problems). So, for each data point i the average discrepancy of
simulator vs. observation is allowed to be ≈ σi, whereas the
average discrepancy of simulator vs. proxy should be

layer min max
1 0.07 0.35

2 0.05 0.15

3 0.07 0.35

4 0.07 0.3

5 0.07 0.35

Fig. 2 Left: parameterisation
regions for the Punq-S3 model.
Nine regions for the top layer are
shown. The other layers have the
same layout. Right: ranges for the
parameters in different layers
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Fig. 3 Traces and histograms for parameter φ21 for different
dimensionality of the parameter space (shown in rows). For the trace
plots (in columns 1, 3), x-axis shows the iteration number, y-axis shows

the parameter value. For the histogram plots (in columns 2, 4), x-axis
shows the parameter value. Effective sample size for φ21 for each case
is also reported
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≈σi=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nd

p
per data point, where σi is the standard deviation

used in the objective function definition.
Certain increase of the proxy accuracy could be achieved

by increasing the number of design points. However with the
number of points reaching a few thousand the proxy calcula-
tions would notably slow down, but the dimensionality of the
parameter space feasible for the proxy-based HMC would
only increase insignificantly.

To conclude this section, we briefly illustrate the advan-
tages of data proxy vs. simple proxy. Firstly, consider an ex-
ample of how HMC performance is affected when one uses
either type of proxy. Figure 4 shows the parameter trace plots
for the two sampler runs, both of them used the problem of
dimension 16, and identical settings, the only difference being
the type of the proxy model: simple proxy or data proxy. As
can be seen, the latter results in a notably better behaviour,
wider parameter space exploration and much faster chain
mixing, which can be attributed to higher accuracy of the data
proxy.

Then, we compare the accuracy of the two proxy types
directly, by plotting the objective function as a function of
two parameters φ33 and φ42, with the other parameters being
fixed at the near-optimum values (Fig. 5). The output from the
simulator, as well as from the two proxymodels, is shown. For
both proxies, the training set consisted of 1600 Sobol points in
16-dimensional space, plus the near-optimum point. This de-
sign is different from what was used in the MCMC runs,

although it has the same number of points. The plots indicate
that in the area of interest where the objective function values
are small, the data proxy is notably more accurate in repro-
ducing the exact objective function than the simple proxy (in
fact, the data proxy is one order of magnitude more accurate).

6.3 Single-phase simulation for a synthetic petroleum
reservoir

The third case study considers the forward modelling per-
formed by a single-phase simulator of a subsurface reservoir.
The simulator works on an unstructured grid using a finite
volume discretisation, calculating the dynamics of pressures
and fluid flows. The reservoir properties are described by the
pore volumes Vi of the blocks, transmissibilities Tij between
the interconnected blocks, and perforation productivity indi-
ces Jk for the well-block connections. In the forward simula-
tion, the reservoir properties are fixed, the wells—producers
and injectors—are controlled by the flow rates, and the output
modelled data are the time-dependent pressures in the blocks
and the bottom-hole pressures (BHP) at wells.

When solving the inverse problem, the observed block
pressures and BHP data are known for certain wells and time
steps, and the reservoir properties Vi, Tij, Jk are to be resolved.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of the φ21 parameter trace for HMC with simple
proxy (top) and HMC with data proxy (bottom, same as in Fig. 3).
Problem dimension = 16

Table 2 MCMC running time for RWM and HMC, Punq-S3 case. The
numbers shown here essentially do not depend on the dimensionality (6,
11, 16 etc)

Sampler Time for stage, hours

Burn-in Main Total

RWM 6.4 37.0 43.3

HMC 12.9 39.8 52.7

Sampler Avg time per sample, seconds

Burn-in Main Total

RWM 4.6 4.4 4.5

HMC 9.3 4.8 5.4

Table 3 Proxy errors for
the main sampling stage
of HMC. Rows
correspond to the
different problem
dimensionality. The
second column shows
the median value of e
(see the main text above
for the definition of e)

Dim Proxy error

6 0.054

11 0.51

16 0.76

21 8.4

26 9.4

31 13.4
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The objective function (2), as well as the likelihood, are cal-
culated taking the simulator-modelled data and the observed
data. The simulator we are using also allows calculating the
gradients of the objective function by the adjoint procedure, so
that HMC sampler can be run directly, without the use of a
proxy model.

In this case study, although the simulator and the spatial
discretisation are rather simple, we considered a synthetic res-
ervoir of a more realistic size: is has 7 layers, and 40
producing/injecting wells. The whole simulation is for a
12 year time period.

The grid used in the single-phase simulation consists of
large blocks, roughly speaking in each layer we take only
one block per well, plus some occasional additional blocks,
plus some blocks on the boundary to represent the active aqui-
fers. The perforations of all 40 wells in the seven layers (A–G)
are shown in Fig. 6. As can be seen, most of the wells are
perforated in the two main layers A and E, where we may
therefore expect better resolution of the reservoir parameters.
In the remaining five layers with little wells, higher uncer-
tainties are anticipated.

To synthesize the observed pressure data, reservoir
simulation was performed on a fine-grid precursor model.
The precursor model (it was actually created in the first
place) is not only using a different grid discretisation, but
also slightly different physics: it is a three-phase (oil, wa-
ter, gas) model, run by the black oil Schlumberger Eclipse

simulator. The resulting output Eclipse pressures were
perturbed by the uncorrelated Gaussian noise, with σ =
20 bar for the well BHP data, and σ = 3 bar for the
reservoir (block) pressure data. Altogether, 380 measure-
ment points were considered (365 for BHP, 15 for reser-
voir pressure), taken with time step of 6 months. Here, we
note that by using one modelling procedure (Eclipse) to
get the observed data, and a different procedure (single-
phase simulator with a coarse grid) to invert for the res-
ervoir parameters, we are not in a situation of an inverse
crime [22].

The preliminary tests with the MCMC samplers re-
vealed that if we take the full range of the available
parameters Vi, Tij, Jk, which means 338 unknown param-
eters altogether, only HMC with the gradients directly
from the simulator is capable of sampling in a satisfac-
tory way. The resulting effective sample sizes for the
parameters (as a fraction of the total sample size) are
quite high, ranging from 0.02 to 0.88, with the average
value equal to 0.35. However, this sampling is rather
slow, generating 61 samples per hour, due to the numer-
ous runs of the simulator even for a single proposal
move.

Building an accurate proxy for such high dimensionality is
hardly feasible. In the tests conducted, the proxy-based HMC
failed, getting stuck in a single point, with the average
simulator-proxy error equal to 170. To make the proxy work,
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a simplified problem was considered with the number of pa-
rameters reduced to 21. In this lightweight parameterisation,
we employed three parameters per layer: one pore volume
multiplier for the aquifer blocks, one transmissibility multipli-
er, and one perforation productivity multiplier. To find the
base case to which these 21 multipliers should be applied, an
optimisation (history matching) run was performed with the
full range of 338 unknowns. An example of the well BHP
behaviour from the maximum likelihood (history-matched)
model is shown in Fig. 7. Then, all the non-aquifer pore vol-
umes were fixed, since they normally have rather small prior
uncertainty. For the aquifer pore volumes, as well as the trans-
missibilities and productivity coefficients, the respective mul-
tipliers were applied. All the 21 multipliers were set to vary
from 0.1 to 10.

In what follows, we present the results of running the two
MCMC samplers: RWM and HMC with unity mass matrix.

For RWM, the target acceptance rate was set to 0.2, and for
HMC, the target proxy-level acceptance rate was set to 0.8.
These target rates are reached by the sampler by automatically
tuning the step size ε during the burn-in stage. For HMC, 50
leap frog steps were used to generate each proposal. Besides,
for the HMC sampler we considered five sub-cases:

& HMC using the gradients of the objective function provid-
ed directly by the simulator.

& HMC using a simple proxy to get the gradients needed by
the algorithm. Since the accurate gradients are available
from the simulator, the main motivation for adopting the
proxy gradients is to save the computation time.

& HMC using a simple proxy trained by both the objective
function values and the simulator-provided gradients. The
gradients used for the proxy training are only taken in a
small number of design points, whereas the gradients out-
put by the proxy model are used extensively in all leap
frog integrations. When a proxy model is trained with the
gradient information, the kriging matrix will grow d + 1 =
22 times faster. To prevent the kriging matrix size from
excessive growing, the number of design points was de-
creased by factor of 20.

& HMC using a data proxy with update strategy 1.
& HMC using a data proxy with update strategy 0 (faster).

Since the number of the modelled data points 380 is quite
large, it makes sense to run the data proxy calculations in a
parallel mode. For both cases with the data proxy, we
employed 3 parallel processes for handling the data proxy
computation.

More details on the proxy model parameters can be found
in Appendix C. All the samplers were run with 3000 samples
in the burn-in stage, and 50,000 samples in the main stage.

Running the different MCMC cases revealed that using the
simple proxy with HMC does not work—apparently because
of too high proxy errors. This was the case both for training
the simple proxy with the function values, and for training it
with the function values and gradients.

Figure 8 shows the trace for one of the model pa-
rameters, for both approaches. It can be seen that the
Markov chain starts exploring the parameter space,
gradually increasing the step size, to reach the target
acceptance rate 0.8 on the proxy level. At some point
when the step size is large enough, the proxy accuracy
becomes too low, the accept-reject step starts rejecting
all the proposals, and the sampler gets stuck in a single
point.

The other samplers did not experience such severe prob-
lems as the HMC with simple proxy, and their running time is
reported in Table 4. Although RWM has the lowest running
time, it fails to explore the parameter space properly (Fig. 9),
and thus is not a suitable choice of the MCMC sampler.
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Fig. 7 Well rates and bottom-hole pressures for wells w12 and w29.
Dashed black line, volumetric flow rate at reservoir conditions; solid
blue line, BHP from the history-matched base case model (output from
the single-phase simulator); red dots, synthetic observed BHP data
(output from Eclipse plus Gaussian noise)
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Figure 9 displays the posterior histograms for the first two
model parameters: aquifer volumemultipliers for layers A and
B. Three samplers are shown: RWM, HMC with the
simulator-provided gradients, and HMC with data proxy and
update strategy 0. The poor exploration for RWM is especially
visible on the “layer B” plot, where RWM only explores a
small part of the actual range. The two HMC samplers show
consistent results, with HMC + data proxy case having more
noisy histograms, which is natural due to the smaller effective
sample sizes compared to the case of HMC + exact gradients.
We also note that the posterior uncertainty for the “layer B”
parameter is higher than for “layer A”, this can be explained
by layer A having muchmore wells perforated in it, and hence
more observed data.

Although HMC with the exact gradients resulted in the
Markov chain with the highest effective sample sizes, its run-
ning time is an order of magnitude bigger than for the proxy-
aided samplers. For a fair comparison of the three HMC sam-
plers, Fig. 10 shows the ESS per hour for the 21 parameters.
As can be seen, for most parameters the proxy-aided versions

of HMC have higher efficiency (higher ESS/hour) than the
HMC with exact gradients, and, among the two proxy-aided
HMC samplers, the one with update strategy 0 performs better
than the strategy-1 version (a behaviour opposite to what was
observed for the 5D Rosenbrock example).

Overall, the considered case study has shown that even
when the simulator is capable of providing the gradients of
the objective function for the HMC sampler, using the proxy
model can accelerate the HMC and improve its efficiency.

7 Discussion

In this work, we studied the application of proxy
models to aid the Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling
for the Bayesian inverse problems. We described the
underlying principles for building a kriging proxy mod-
el, and training the proxy model based on the target
function values (and optionally, the gradients). Two
proxy types were considered and compared: proxy for
the log likelihood (simple proxy), and proxy for the
simulator-output data (data proxy). Both of them allow
easy calculation of the gradients and higher order deriv-
atives, which can be used in the advanced MCMC sam-
plers (and in the optimisation algorithms, not considered
in this work). Two simple heuristic strategies for train-
ing the proxy model during the initial MCMC stage
were proposed. Employing more elaborated methods
for the design of computer experiments is one of the
natural directions for the future work. It should be noted
that the simple proxy (single GP) and the data proxy (a
quadratic combination of many GPs) would require dif-
ferent approaches for the adaptive design of computer
experiments.

The kriging proxy formulation allows adapting/optimising
the kriging hyperparameters, which is reported to certain de-
gree in the literature [3, 24]. However, in our experiments,
such an adaptation (implemented for three parameters: nugget
n, correlation radius r, and Matérn parameter ν) did not result
in the proxy quality improvement, and was left for the future
work. Although the results of these experiments are not re-
ported in our paper, the methodology of the hyperparameters
adaptation is outlined in Appendix A for reference. It is antic-
ipated that this approach may work better for the situation of a
wider set of the hyperparameters, e.g. in the case of
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Fig. 8 Trace for the first parameter (aquifer volume multiplier for layer
A). Top, HMC with simple proxy trained on values; bottom, HMC with
simple proxy trained on values + gradients. X-axis shows the iteration
number, y-axis parameter value

Table 4 MCMC running time for
the synthetic 40-wells model Sampler RWM HMC, exact grads

Run time, hours 13.4 693.4

Sampler HMC, data proxy, update-1 HMC, data proxy, update-0

Run time, hours 73.2 49.5
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anisotropic covariance, with different correlation radii in dif-
ferent directions, which are to be optimised. Handling the
anisotropic covariance should be addressed in the future de-
velopments. Another direction which is worth further consid-
eration is employing multi-fidelity kriging to surrogate both
the high fidelity response (e.g. from the base-case simulation

model) and low fidelity response (e.g. from the coarsened
simulation model).

The efficiency of an HMC-like sampler may be in-
creased if it accounts for the curvature of the landscape
of the target density. This can be done e.g. by taking
the mass matrix equal to the Fisher Information (FI)
matrix. If the mass matrix is allowed to vary throughout
the parameter space, the HMC procedure should be ad-
justed in order to produce reversible proposals, e.g. as
done by Riemannian HMC algorithm (RHMC). Or, still
accounting for the geometrical information, a slightly
different proposal scheme can be adopted, like
Mani fo ld-based Metropol i s -Adjus ted Langevin
Algorithm (MMALA). Such algorithms require the cal-
culation of the FI matrix and its derivatives with respect
to the model parameters, which is rarely available from
the simulators. Like with the gradients, one can employ
a proxy model to calculate an approximate FI matrix.
The MCMC approaches using the curvature information
are known in the literature [15, 24, 25, 28], but are
beyond the scope of this paper.

In order to apply the proxy model in the MCMC
sampling, we considered a modified unbiased HMC
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sampler, where the gradient-friendly proxy model is
used to make the proposal steps, and the exact simula-
tion model is used to make the accept-reject decisions.
This approach allows generating the samples from the
actual target distribution.

To test the efficiency of the proxy-aidedMCMC, three case
studies were examined, including two reservoir simulation
models. The following was observed:

– The basic RWM sampler has very poor performance for
the reservoir simulation problems, and can hardly be used
in practice.

– Proxy-aided HMC is a feasible MCMC sampler for the
problems of small dimension (20 parameters or less, pret-
ty much problem dependent). The proxy’s job is either to
provide the derivatives for the HMC where such deriva-
tives are not available from the simulator; or if the simu-
lator can also output the necessary derivatives, the proxy
model can be used to provide the approximate derivatives
at a smaller computational cost.

– Data proxy works notably better than the simple proxy.
– For small problems, training a proxy model with the

gradient values (provided the gradients are output by
the simulator) may be beneficial. However, only
simple proxy allows such an approach, which is
quite restrictive. The other restriction is the fast
growth of the kriging matrix size, limiting the feasi-
ble number of the design points. From our experi-
ence, using the data proxy, albeit without the train-
ing with gradients, is more efficient.

– Comparing the two simple heuristic schemes for addition-
al proxy training during the Markov chain burn-in, either
of them may be more efficient than the other, depending
on the problem.

One of the major bottlenecks of the proxy-aided MCMC
scheme is the stringent requirements on the proxy accuracy for
the sampler to work. This results in the limited dimensionality
of the problems which can be tackled. To push those limits,
some radical improvement of the proxy accuracy is required.
While further increase of the number of the design points is
not an option due to the kriging matrix size issue, an alterna-
tive which is worth considering is a continuous proxy update
during the entire MCMC sampling, taking aboard the new
points and removing the old ones. However, straightforward
application of this approach with the classical HMC is not
possible because the proposal move becomes irreversible once
the proxy model update is allowed. So, a careful re-design of
the underlying sampler would be needed.
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Appendix A. Kriging proxy models

The proxy models we consider in this paper are the emulators
based on Gaussian processes (GP), or kriging. The details of
GP approach can be found, e.g. in Sacks, Welch [35], Lan,
Bui-Thanh [24], Oakley [30]. We briefly describe the main
concepts.

Kriging proxy via Gaussian process

Consider a function g :ℝ d→ℝ, and n design points x1,…, xn
in ℝ d. Denote by Ys the n × 1 vector of values of g (·) at the
design points. Based on this data, a kriging proxy function
G : ℝ d. → ℝ can be constructed, which is smooth enough,
and reproduces either exactly or approximately the values of
g (·) at the design points.

To build the proxy, consider a stationary Gaussian process

Y xð Þ ¼∑T

j¼1
β j f j xð Þ þ Z xð Þ, where the mean is defined by

T trend functions fj : ℝ
d → ℝ selected in advance, and T

coefficients βj which do not depend on x ∈ ℝ d. The simple
choices of the trend functions considered in this work include,
for example, a constant trend f0 ≡ const, and linear trend func-
tions fk (x) = x(k), k = 1, …, d. The stochastic part of Y (x) is
given by the stationary Gaussian process Z (x) with zeromean.
We consider Z (x) to have isotropic covariance

Cov Z xð Þ;Z yð Þð Þ ¼ σ 2c
x− yk k
r

� �
; ð11Þ

where σ is the standard deviation, r correlation radius, and c (·)
is a one-dimensional covariance function, with c (0) = 1.

In our work, we employ two kinds of 1D covariance
functions: Gaussian, c (τ) = (1 − n) exp (− 3τ 2); and Matérn,

c τð Þ ¼ 1− nð Þ 21 − ν

Γ νð Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
12ν

p � τ� �ν
Kν

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
12ν

p � τ� �
, for τ > 0,

where 0 ≤ n < 1 is a nugget, Γ(·) gamma function, Kν(·)
modified Bessel function of the second kind.

We introduce the following notation of vectors and matri-
ces involved in description of the Gaussian process at the
design points: Yn × 1 the vector of values of the Gaussian
process Y (·) at the design points; Fn × T values of the trend
functions fj (·), j = 1,…T, at the design points; βT × 1 vector of
the trend coefficients, for which we consider a weak prior
distribution overℝT; Rn�n ¼ 1

σ2 Cov Y ; Yð Þ correlation matrix

for the GP at the design points, with Ri, j = c(‖xi − xj‖/r).
Here, the subscripts of the form p× q denote thematrix sizes, they
will be omitted later. Given this notation, the conditional
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distribution of vector Y∣β is Gaussian N (Fβ, σ 2R) with pdf

2πð Þ− n
2 σ 2R
�� �� − 1

2 exp −
Y −Fβð ÞTR −1 Y −Fβð Þ

2σ 2

( )
; ð12Þ

where ∣ ·∣ denotes determinant of a matrix. Given the value of
the random vector Y is equal to Ys, one can find the
maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of coefficients β

by maximizing the pdf (12): bβ ¼ FTR −1F
� �−1

FTR −1Y s.
Furthermore, it can be shown that β∣ Y = Ys has Gaussian dis-

tribution N bβ;σ2 FTR −1F
� �−1� 	

.

Next, take an arbitrary point x ∈ ℝ d where the proxy esti-
mate is to be made, denote y (x) the value of the Gaussian
process Y (·) at x; denote f (x) T × 1 the vector of values of the

trend functions at x; and denote by r xð Þn�1 ¼ 1
σ2 Cov

y xð Þ; Yð ÞT the vector of correlations between GP at x and
GP at the design points, with r (x)i = c (‖x − xi‖/r). The
Gaussian process Y (·) at the extended set of points {x, x1,
…, xn} has values (y (x), Y T)T, which follow a multivariate
Normal distribution. Finally, the value of kriging proxy is
provided by the mean of the conditional distribution of y (x)
given Y = Ys:

G xð Þ≡E y xð ÞjY ¼ Y sð Þ
¼ f T xð Þ bβ þ r T xð ÞR −1 Ys − Fbβ� 	 ð13Þ

In this formula, the value of β was taken equal to bβ, so one
can think of it as if the MLE estimate of β was used. Or, the
same expression (13) can be obtained if one first considers the
posterior joint distribution of {y (x), β} given Y = Ys, and
integrates out β, see Oakley [30] for details. Taking this sec-
ond route, one would get a Gaussian distribution for y(x) given
Y = Ys, with mean equal to the right hand side of (13), and
variance equal to

σ2½1−rTR−1r þ
f T−rTR−1F
� �

FTR−1F
� �−1

f T−rTR−1F
� �T �: ð14Þ

Note that the value of standard deviation σ does not affect
the kriging estimate G (x), but affects the kriging error (14).

Kriging proxy via MSE minimisation

Another way to obtain the kriging estimate (13) is sketched as
follows. As before, we consider a random process y (x) with
mean value equal to f T(x) β at point x, and covariance struc-
ture defined by the right hand side of (11).

Consider an estimate given by the random variableby xð Þ ¼ λT xð ÞY ¼ ∑n
i¼1λi xð ÞY i, which involves the position-

dependent deterministic kriging coefficients λi (x), and
values Yi of the random process at the design points. To get the
kriging estimate, one needs tomakeby xð Þ to be unbiased estimate
of y (x), i.e. require Eby xð Þ ≡ λTFβ ¼ f T xð Þβ ≡ Ey xð Þ for all
β. Next, minimise the mean squared error (MSE), which equals

E by xð Þ − y xð Þ½ �2 ¼ Var by xð Þ − y xð Þ½ �, conditioned to the unbi-
asedness. Omitting the details, the solution to this problem boils
down to a system of linear equations from which the vector λ (x)
can be found. Finally, taking Y = Ys, the kriging estimate is
obtained as G (x) = λT(x)Ys, which can be shown to be identical
with (13). Expression (13) can also be re-written in the block-
matrix form:

G xð Þ ¼ r T f T
� � R F

FT 0

� �−1 Y s

0

� �
ð15Þ

The corresponding MSE is then equal to (14), and it can
also be re-written in the block-matrix form as

σ2 1− rT f T
� � R F

FT 0

� �−1 r
f

� �" #
ð16Þ

The matrix which is being inverted in (15) and (16) is
referred to as the kriging matrix in our work.

Behaviour at the design points and smoothness
of the kriging proxy

If nugget n is equal to zero in the definition of the 1D covari-
ance function c (·), then it can be shown that the kriging proxy
G (x) is exact at the design points, i.e. it exactly reproduces the
underlying function g (·). This is easy to demonstrate because
for x = xi, we have (r

T(x) f T(x)) is equal to the i-th row of the
kriging matrix, so the right hand side of (15) will give the i-th
component of Ys, which is the exact value of g (·) at the design
point xi.

If n > 0, then G (x) at the design points is exact, but has a
discontinuity. This can be seen e.g. in the simplified case of
one design point, and no trend functions. In this case the
kriging estimate is G (x) = c (‖x − x1‖/r) · g (x1), so it essen-
tially reproduces c (·) radially from the point x1.

To get rid of the discontinuity, one needs to apply 1D
covariance with c (0) = 1 − n when calculating the vector
r (x), but keep c (0) = 1 when calculating the correlationmatrix
R. This trick only affects kriging behaviour at the design
points, making the kriging proxy continuous and inexact at
them.

The need to use a non-zero nugget may arise, e.g. if
function g (x) is an output of a simulator which uses
iterative algorithms for calculations. Such a simulator
is likely to have some noise due to the rounding errors
and iterative nature of the solver, and these errors may
show discontinuous behaviour in response to the minor
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perturbations of the simulator inputs. There is little
point to reproduce the noisy simulator output exactly
by the kriging proxy. Another motivation for using a
non-zero nugget is to avoid singularity in the kriging
matrix. However, in practice, rank deficiency of the
kriging matrix is not a critical issue since this matrix
can be inverted in a generalised sense, e.g. using pro-
cedure DGELSS from LAPACK library. We also note
that in the case of rank deficiency, the kriging proxy
may not be exact at the design points.

In the case of Matérn 1D covariance c (·), the correspond-
ing Gaussian process will be ⌈ν⌉ − 1 times mean square dif-
ferentiable, and the corresponding kriging proxy G (x) will be
2(⌈ν⌉ − 1) times differentiable [37], where ⌈·⌉ denotes the
ceiling function. For the Gaussian 1D covariance, which is
the limit case of Matérn for ν → ∞, the kriging proxy is
infinitely differentiable.

Derivatives of the kriging proxy

For use with the MCMC samplers which employ gradients and
metric tensors, we will need the first and the second derivatives
of the kriging proxy.A straightforwardway to obtain the gradient
of G (x) is to differentiate the expression (13) with respect to x.
The only items depending on x are f T(x) and r T(x). So,

∇G xð Þ ¼ d f T xð Þbβ þ d r T xð ÞR −1 Y s − Fbβ� 	
ð17Þ

where matrix d f T(x) has i-th column equal to ∇ fi (x), i = 1,…T,
and matrix d r T(x) has i-th column equal to c ′ (‖ x − xi ‖/r)/
(r ‖ x − xi ‖) · {x − xi}, i = 1,…n. In a similar way one can find
the second derivatives of G (x), but we omit these details.

Adapting the kriging hyperparameters

During derivation of kriging proxy, we found the max-

imum likelihood estimate β ¼ bβ for Y = Ys and fixed
σ 2, R, by maximising expression (12) with respect to β.
In the same way, one can estimate the MLE of σ2 for

fixed bβ and R to be bσ 2 ¼ 1
n Y T

s R
−1Y s − bβ T F TR −1Y s

� 	
.

Furthermore, MLE can be found for the kriging hyper-
parameters controlling the correlation matrix R. In the
simplest case such hyperparameters would include the
nugget n, correlation radius r, and the smoothness pa-
rameter of the Matérn covariance function ν, denoted
together by a vector ξ = {n, r, ν}. In a more advanced
setting, one could consider anisotropic covariance in-
stead of (11), and kriging hyperparameters vector ξ
would include correlation radii for different directions.

When maximising (12) with respect to β, σ2, ξ, for

each ξ we can find the optimum β ¼ bβ ξð Þ and

σ 2 ¼ bσ 2 ξð Þ. Plugging the latter two into (12), we maxi-
mise it with respect to ξ. This problem is equivalent to

minimising h ξð Þ ¼ bσ 2 ξð Þ � detR ξð Þð Þ1=n with respect to ξ.
This can be done, e.g. numerically, using the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm with bounds for the components of ξ.

For numerical minimisation one needs the first and
the second order derivatives of h (ξ) with respect to t, p
(components of vector ξ), which can be found using
expressions (18):

∂bσ2

∂t
¼ −

1

n
VT
s
∂R
∂t

Vs

∂2bσ2

∂t∂p
¼ 2

n
VT
s
∂R
∂t

U
∂R
∂p

Vs−
1

n
VT
s
∂2R
∂t∂p

Vs

∂
∂t

detRð Þ1=n ¼ 1

n
detRð Þ1=ntr Rtð Þ

∂2

∂t∂p
detRð Þ1=n ¼ 1

n
detRð Þ1=n

� 1

n
tr Rtð Þtr Rp

� �
−tr RtRp
� �þ tr Rtp

� �� 
ð18Þ

where U = R −1 − R −1F (F TR −1F) −1F TR −1, Vs =UY s,

Rt ¼ R −1 ∂R
∂t ; Rp ¼ R −1 ∂R

∂p , Rtp ¼ R−1 ∂2R
∂t∂p. Also, in this nota-

tion, it is convenient to write bσ 2 ¼ YT
s Vs=n. Derivatives of R

with respect to t, p essentially involve the derivatives of the 1D
covariance c (·), and are easy to find.

If one uses LAPACK library for matrix calculations,
a simple way of computing R −1 is via Cholesky decom-
position of the matrix. However, this method may oc-
casionally fail if R is badly conditioned. A more numer-
ically stable approach found was to use DSYTRF pro-
cedure from LAPACK for factorization of symmetric
indefinite matrices.

Training the kriging proxy based on the gradients
values

Kriging proxymodel constructed from a Gaussian process can
be trained not only based on the values of the function g (·) at
the design points, but also based on the derivatives, e.g. see
[11, 24, 36]. In our work, we only consider the first derivatives
for kriging proxy training, outlining below the main differ-
ences with the standard kriging scheme discussed so far. The
approach of training on the derivative values relies on the
property that the derivatives ∂

∂xk Y xð Þ of the Gaussian process

Y (x) are also Gaussian processes. Denoting as before x1, …,
xn the design points, x the new point where the proxy should
be calculated, and keeping other previous notation, introduce
the following extended matrices and vectors:
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Y nþdnð Þ�1 ¼
Y

∇Y x1ð Þ
⋮

∇Y xnð Þ

0B@
1CA; F nþdnð Þ�T ¼

F
∇ f T x1ð Þ

⋮
∇ f T xnð Þ

0BB@
1CCA;

R nþdnð Þ� nþdnð Þ ¼
R ⋯ R0; j ⋯
⋮
Ri;0

⋮

⋱
Ri; j

⋱

0BB@
1CCA

ð19Þ

whereY – random vector of values of the Gaussian process and

its gradients at the design points,F – values and gradients of the

trend functions at the design points, R – correlation matrix forY .
The submatrix blocks of R have obvious meaning which follows

from the structure ofY : blockR0; j ¼ 1
σ2 Cov Y ;∇Y x j

� �� �
, block

Ri;0 ¼ 1
σ2 Cov ∇Y xið Þ; Yð Þ, blockRi; j ¼ 1

σ2 Cov ∇Y xið Þ;∇Y x j
� �� �

,

where i, j = 1, …, n. Also, introduce r xð Þ nþdnð Þ�1 ¼ 1
σ2 Cov

y xð Þ;Y� �T
vector of correlations between the GP at x and Y .

Quantities y (x), f (x),β remain as before, and do not have the barred
counterparts.

The differential operator involved in Y is linear and
exchangeable with expectation and covariance. So, giv-

en the notation, the mean of the random vector Y is Fβ.
The correlation matrix R is calculated using the follow-
ing two relationships:

Cov
∂
∂xki

Y xið Þ;Y x j
� �� �

¼ ∂
∂xki

Cov Y xið Þ;Y x j
� �� � ¼ ∂

∂xki
σ2Ri; j

ð20Þ

Cov
∂
∂xki

Y xið Þ; ∂
∂xlj

Y x j
� � !

¼ ∂2

∂xki ∂xlj
Cov Y xið Þ;Y x j

� �� � ¼ ∂2

∂xki ∂xlj
σ2Ri; j ð21Þ

where x k
i denotes k-th component of i-th design point, and Ri, j

are elements of the correlation matrix R, as before. Applying
(20), we can find that submatrix Ri;0 has j-th column equal to
c ′ (rij/r)/(rrij) · {xi − xj}, i, j = 1, …n, where rij =
‖xi − xj‖. Submatrices R0; j are defined symmetrically.
Applying (21), submatrices Ri; j are given by

Ri; j ¼ −
1

r2ij

c″ rij=r
� �
r2

−
c0 rij=r
� �
rrij

� �
⋅

⋅ xi−x j
� �

xi−x j
� �T− c0 rij=r

� �
rrij

⋅Id�d

ð22Þ

Finally, the first subvector of r xð Þ is just the r (x)n × 1

defined previously within the gradient-free approach. The other

subvectors of r xð Þ corresponding to Cov (y (x), ∇Y (xi))
T are

found, using (20), as c ′ (rxi / r) / (rrxi) · {xi − x}, i= 1,…n, where
rxi = ‖x − xi‖.

With all the quantities above describing the extended vec-

tor Y , we can build the kriging estimate in the way it was done

in (12), (13), (14), replacing Y, F, R, r(x) byY ;F;R; r xð Þ re-
spectively. The value of the kriging proxy is provided by the

mean of the conditional distribution of y (x) givenY ¼Y s:

G xð Þ≡E y xð ÞjY ¼Ys

� 	
¼

f T xð Þβb þ rT xð ÞR−1 Y s −F βb� 	
;

ð23Þ

w h e r e Y s ¼ YT
s ;∇g x1ð ÞT ;…;∇g xnð ÞT

� 	T
, a n d bβ ¼

F
T
R

−1
F

� 	−1
F

T
R

−1
Y s.

Note that the approach described above easily allows
the set of design points where the function values are
given, and the set of design points where the gradients
are given, to be different sets. Besides, it is simple to
implement kriging proxy training based only on the
subset of components of the gradient, rather than the
full gradient vector.

We also note that the size of kriging matrix grows fast
when information from the gradients is supplied to the kriging
proxy, especially when the dimension of the parameters space
d is high. Too large a size of the kriging matrix (say, larger
than 4000 × 4000) may slow down the proxy computations
significantly, making it difficult to adopt the gradient informa-
tion from the sufficient number of design points.

Finally, in the situation where the kriging proxy is
built for a simulator of some physical system, e.g. a
reservoir simulator, the gradients may be available with
reasonable efficiency only for the whole objective func-
tion. The calculation of the gradients of different
modelled data (the sensitivity matrix) may have notably
higher computational cost. Having only the objective
function gradients, one may train the simple proxy,
but not the data proxy (which is generally more accu-
rate), as the latter would require the full sensitivity ma-
trix for all the simulator outputs involved in the objec-
tive function.

Data proxy

Data proxy G (x) involves building sub-proxies for the differ-
ent simulator outputs, and then combining them into a single
objective function (misfit, or log likelihood):

G xð Þ ¼ ed xð Þ−do
� 	T

C −1 ed xð Þ− do
� 	

; ð24Þ
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where for each component di (x) of the simulator output vector

d (x), a usual kriging proxy edi xð Þ is constructed, forming then

the vector ed xð Þ. The gradient of the data proxy G (x) can be
found as:

∇G xð Þ ¼ 2 � DT xð ÞC −1 ed xð Þ−do
� 	

; ð25Þ

where matrix DT(x) has i-th column equal to ∇edi xð Þ. The
Fisher Information matrix for the likelihood defined as
exp − 1

2 G xð Þ� �
can be found by

FI xð Þ ¼ DT xð ÞC −1D xð Þ: ð26Þ

As can be seen, individual sub-proxies can be built and
used independently, allowing parallel calculations for the data
proxy. For example, when calculating (24) in parallel, the sub-
proxies are distributed between the parallel processes, and

each process calculates its own chunk of vector ed xð Þ. When

vector ed xð Þ has been found, the results are gathered to find the
final value G (x). The same principles are employed when
calculating in parallel the gradients and other quantities.

Proxy training scheme

The choice of the design pointswhere the kriging proxy should be
trained is a subject of design of computer experiments. In terms of
implementation, the simplest designs are the space filling designs,
e.g. uniform design and Latin hypercube design. In our work, we
use the uniform Sobol sequence design to perform the initial
training of the proxy model. The initial ensemble cannot be too
big because the simulator should be run for all the points in it.

The space filling designs may generate points in the unnec-
essary regions of the parameter space, leading to the wasted
computations. In this situation, adaptive designs are more ap-
propriate. The adaptive designs can be subdivided into single-
stage designs (optimal selection of multiple points at a time),
and sequential designs (usually taking one point at a time)
which are not optimal, but efficient. Some examples of se-
quential designs are: Active Learning MacKay (ALM),
Active Learning Cohn (ALC), and Mutual Information for
Computer Experiments (MICE), the latter proposed by Beck
and Guillas [3]. A more comprehensive overview of the se-
quential design literature can be found in the short article [14].

In our work, we use a simpler approach. In addition to the
initial Sobol sequence, a heuristic method selects a subset from
the points visited by theMCMC sampler during the burn-in stage
(at these points the simulator data are readily available). The need
to select a subset of the visited points arises from the limitation on
the total number of design points a kriging proxy can handle.
Essentially, a feasible kriging proxy is limited to a maximum of
a few thousand design points (1000–5000)—this number comes

from the dimension of the dense linear system (15) which can be
solved in a reasonable time.

The points visited by the sampler during the burn-in (both
accepted and rejected ones) are collected into the candidate set
K. At every nK-th iteration of the sampler, the proxy update
event takes place: firstly, a subset is selected fromK and added
to the main design points set C. Next, the proxy model is re-
trained based on C.

The heuristic sequential approach used for selecting the
subset from K works as follows. Given the current set of
design points C = {x1, …, xc}, we find the candidate point
x∗ ∈Kwhichminimises the sum 1/‖x1 − x∗‖3 +… + 1/‖xc − x∗‖3,
and add this point to C. Then, the procedure is repeated until the
required number of points have been added toC. The motivation
for this algorithm is to get the points which have reasonably high
separation from each other.

Furthermore, we consider two variants of this procedure,
referred to as update strategy 0 and update strategy 1. For both
of them, the burn-in stage of theMCMC is split into nI epochs,
each consisting of nK iterations forming the set Ki of size nK,
i = 1, …, nI; so, the whole set of burn-in samples can be
written as K1∪…∪KnI . For strategy 0, the i-th proxy update
event happens in the end of epoch-i, working as follows:

& Take the candidate set K = Ki (it has been visited by the
sampler in the current epoch),

& Iteratively select nC points from K, adding them to the
main points set C, which progressively grows,

& Re-train the proxy based on C.

Thus, after all nI epochs, nI · nC points will have been added
toC in total. The typical examples of the constants used in our
work are nI = 100, nC = 15, nK = 50.

Update strategy 1 does not gradually accumulate the design
points set C, but instead only keeps the initial (Sobol) design
points C0. At the i-th proxy update event, which is again in the
end of epoch-i, do:

& Set C = C0,
& Take the accumulated candidate set K = K1 ∪ … ∪ Ki

(these points have been visited by the sampler in all
epochs, including the current one),

& Iteratively select i · nC points from K, adding them to the
main points set C,

& Re-train the proxy based on C.

As in the update strategy 0, after all nI proxy updates, nI · nC
points will have been added to C in total. Update strategy 1
may work notably slower than strategy 0 because of
performing point selections from the growing candidate set.

The motivation for adopting the heuristic strategy 1 is in
improving the design efficiency for the cases where the
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Markov chain starts from a very slow exploration of the pa-
rameter space, gradually accelerating. The initial slow part of
the chain will produce the closely spaced design points, which
may be excessive and unnecessary for the proxy model.
Update strategy 0 has to take a certain number of points in
each epoch of the burn-in stage, including the initial slow
segment. However, strategy 1, once it has passed the slow
segment, can select points from the accumulated candidate
set, and has freedom to avoid the closely spaced initial points.

Appendix B. Domain boundaries in HMC

In all the HMC sampling problems we consider in our work, the
parameter space is bounded to a rectangular region defined by li ≤
xi ≤ ui. When the point trajectory crosses the boundary during the
Hamiltonian dynamics move, some action should be taken in
order for the point to remain in the feasible region. A natural
choice is performing some sort of reflection every time a leapfrog
coordinate update x (t)→ x (t + ε) crosses the boundary at some
point x′. To do a reflection, first re-write the second equation from
(5) using velocity v =M −1p:

x t þ εð Þ ¼ x tð Þ þ εv t þ ε=2ð Þ ð27Þ

At the boundary intersection point x′ corresponding to the
partial time step ε′, we perform velocity reflection: v→ v′, and
then coordinate update step (27) is resumed for the remaining
time step: x (t + ε) = x′ + (ε − ε′)v′. Velocity reflection in our
work is done by applying a reflection matrix: v′ = Ri · v, where

Ri ¼ I − 2
M −1eiei T

e T
i M

−1ei
ð28Þ

i is the index of the coordinate for which the boundary cross-
ing took place, i.e. the index for which xi0 ¼ li or xi0 ¼ ui, and
ei is the i-th cartesian coordinate basis vector. Velocity reflec-
tion does not change the potential energy by definition.
Kinetic energy 1

2 p
TM −1p ¼ 1

2 v
TMv also does not change if

v is replaced by Riv since one can easily establish that
R T
i MRi ¼ M . Next, for the reflection matrix it holds that

R 2
i ¼ I , which means that det Ri = ± 1, and the mapping

v→ v′ is volume-preserving. The velocity reflection step also
preserves the reversibility of the Hamiltonian dynamics move:
consider reflection v′ = Ri v, and start moving in the opposite
direction −v′ performing one more reflection

v′′ ¼ Ri −v0ð Þ ¼ −R 2
i v ¼ −v, which is exactly the reversed

original direction. Furthermore, examine how reflection
matrix Ri affects i-th component of the velocity vector,
by considering the value of eTi v before and after reflec-
tion. It can be easily found that after reflection
e T
i Ri vð Þ ¼ − eTi v, so the i-th velocity component simply

changes sign. This also means that after applying the re-
flection, the velocity vector will point back to the target
rectangular region, and the point will not escape from that
region. Finally, we note that for diagonal mass matricesM, the
reflectionmatrixRi becomes equal toWi ≡ I −2 ei e T

i , a matrix
that changes sign of component i of a vector, and does not
change the other components. Wi corresponds to the ordinary
bouncing of a particle from a wall. However, if the mass
matrix is not diagonal, the simple bouncing will not preserve
the kinetic energy, since WT

i MWi≠M , and employing Wi for
reflections in HMC would result in rather high changes in the
total energy after leap frog integration, making the sampler
inefficient.

The Hamiltonian dynamics move with reflections defined via
matrix Ri will remain time-reversible, volume-preserving, and
will preserve energy with order O (ε2), so the HMC sampler
remains well defined.

Appendix C. Proxy settings for different
examples

Rosenbrock 5D This problem is simple, and the proxy model
becomes accurate quite easily, so a small number of design
points turned out to suffice. Initial design points: 5 points from
Sobol sequence +1 starting point. Additional design points
taken during burn-in: 1 point for every 10 iterations. One-
dimensional covariance: Matérn with ν = 5, correlation radius
r = 8, linear trend.

Punq-S3 This problem is quite hard, and the proxy model does
not become sufficiently accurate at all. So, we tried to take as
many design points as kriging can handle in reasonable time.
Initial design points: 100 points from Sobol sequence +1
starting point. Additional design points taken during burn-in:
15 points for every 50 iterations, resulting in 1601 design
points in the end of burn-in. Update strategy 1 was used.
One-dimensional covariance: Matérn with ν = 3.5, correlation
radius from r = 2 (6-dimensional case) to r = 4 (31-dimen-
sional case), constant trend.

Synthetic single-phase reservoir with 40 wells Like Punq-S3
simulation, this challenging problem required as many design
points as possible. Initial design points: 1500 points from
Sobol sequence +1 starting point. Additional design points
taken during burn-in: 5 points for every 10 iterations, resulting
in 3001 design points in the end of burn-in. (For the simple
proxy trained with gradients: 75 initial Sobol points + 1
starting point, followed by 1 point every 40 iterations,
resulting in 151 design points after burn-in).

Update strategy 1 was used (except one case with data
proxy, where strategy 0 was used). One-dimensional
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covariance: Matérn with ν = 5, correlation radius r = 4, con-
stant trend.
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